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Dear Mr. ]akobowicz,

I am writing on behalf of the Secretary-General in reply to your letter of
1 March 2002 requesting a preface from him for the leaflet accompanying the
board game UNECE is producing.

We are most supportive of your innovative initiative here, but regret
that your request does not fulfil the criteria for forewords established by the
Secretary-General.

We do however, encourage you to use a quotation from the
Secretary-General's recent speech to the LSE on this subject (attached).

With my best regards,

Yours sincerely,

Edward Mortimer
Director of Communications

Mr. Jean Michel Jakobowicz
Public Information Officer
ECE
Palais des Nations
Bureau 356
CH-1211 Geneva 10
Switzerland
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SG/SM/8137
25 February 2002

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT SUMMIT MUST MARK BREAK WITH BUSINESS AS USUAL.

SAYS SECRETARY-GENERAL IN LECTURE AT LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS

Following is the text of Secretary-General Kofi Annan's 25 February lecture
the London School of Economics and Political Science entitled "From Doha to
Johannesburg by Way of Monterrey: How to Achieve, and Sustain, Development in the
Twenty-first Century":

It's a great honour for me to speak at the London School of Economics, which
counts among its alumni so many heroes of the struggle for independence and for
development in the former colonial world — including Kwame Nkrumah, the founder-
president of my own country.

What I want to talk to you about this afternoon is essentially the
continuation of that struggle. Independence was achieved, but development has been
very uneven — especially in Africa which, since independence, has fallen sadly
behind some other parts of the developing world.

I do not need to describe for you the multiple hardships to which so many of
our fellow human beings are subjected, each of which makes it harder to escape from
the others: poverty, hunger, disease, oppression, conflict, pollution, depletion
natural resources. Development means enabling people to escape from that vicious
circle.

Like the struggle for independence, the struggle for development has to be
carried on mainly in developing countries and by their people. Its first
prerequisites are basic security, the rule of law, and honest, transparent
administration — which only national governments can provide. But it is a
that concerns the whole world. Developed countries like this one have a strong
interest in the outcome — both in whether development succeeds and in what_form it
takes.

They can also do much to influence that outcome. It is to institutions like
this Centre for the Study of Global Governance that we look for intellectual
leadership. The London School of Economics can play a part in this struggle no
important than its part in the previous one.

Eighteen months ago, at the Millennium Summit in New York, world leaders
reached agreement on some immediate targets, the Millennium Development Goals, for
halving extreme poverty in the world by 2015 by tackling both its worst symptoms
its most obstinate causes.
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Those goals are ambitious, but even if we achieve them the struggle will not
be won. There will still be hundreds of millions of people lacking the minimum
requirements of human dignity. There will still be a great deal to be done.

And it will all be in vain if the achievement cannot be sustained. So it is
equally important that we achieve another goal set by world leaders at the Summit:
"to free all of humanity, and above all our children and grandchildren, from the
threat of living on a planet irredeemably spoilt by human activities, and whose
resources would no longer be sufficient for their needs".

I believe success depends on the answers to three global questions, each of
them associated particularly with one of the three international conferences
referred to in the title of my lecture.

The first question is: Will men and women in the developing world be allowed
to compete on fair terms in the global market? That question received the
-- but only the beginning — of a positive answer at last November's meeting of the
World Trade Organization in Doha.

The second question is: How can we mobilize the resources so desperately
needed for development? That question will be discussed next month at the
International Conference on Financing for Development in Monterrey, Mexico.

And the third question -- a more complex one -- is: Can the people now
on this planet improve their lives, not at the expense of future generations, but
a way from which their children and grandchildren will benefit? That, of course,
will be the issue at the World Summit on Sustainable Development that begins in
Johannesburg six months from tomorrow.

The three questions are clearly related, and the conferences should be seen
a continuum, not as isolated events.

Poor people in poor countries are not asking for a handout. What they want
a hand up. Indeed, the poor are enormous, untapped reservoirs of initiative and
entrepreneurship, but their energies are often held in check by poverty, misrule or
conflict. They would be the first to say that trade, not aid, is the path out of
poverty.

That's why it's so important that we fulfil the promise of Doha — the
of a "development round" of trade negotiations, which will remove the unfair
subsidies now given to producers in rich countries, and fully open the markets of
those countries to labour-intensive exports from poor ones. Not only do these
subsidies make it impossible for developing countries to compete. They also do
great damage to the rich countries themselves, by perpetuating unsustainable
practices in farming, transport and energy use.

Powerful interest groups within rich countries will try hard to block
meaningful concessions to the developing world. They will argue that the interests
of workers and farmers are being sacrificed. But, there are other ways to help
those groups that really need help -- ways less costly to consumers and taxpayers
rich countries, and less harmful to producers in poor ones. To fulfil the promise
of Doha, political and business leaders in the developed world must rise above
special pleading and narrow sectoral interests.

However, even if developed countries were to declare their markets fully
developing countries would still need help in walking through the door. Many small
and poor countries do not attract investment -- not because they are badly governed
or have unfriendly policies, but simply because they are too small and poor to be
interesting markets or to become major producers, and because they lack the skills,
infrastructure and institutions that a successful market economy needs. The
unpleasant truth is that markets put a premium on success, and tend to punish the
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poor for the very fact' of being poor.

At Monterrey, leaders from North and South — presidents, finance ministers,
the United Nations, the Bretton Woods institutions, heads of private companies and
foundations, and non-governmental organizations — will come together to discuss
creative, practical ways of overcoming this market failure. They will address
issues crucial to the fight against poverty and the transition to sustainability
such as debt relief, commodity prices, and the management of the global economy.
They will seek ways to tap private investment, which is a far bigger source of
for development than official development assistance will ever be. The question is
how to tap it with the right mix of incentives, policies and partnerships.

But I hope the leaders of industrialized countries will also give new
commitments of official aid -- as Gordon Brown, for one, has so eloquently urged,
know that simply writing off debt, or giving away any particular sum of money, will
not guarantee results, and that taxpayers in some rich countries have become wary
foreign aid as a general proposition. But I have found they are almost invariably
responsive, when you present them with a major human problem and a credible
for dealing with it — as I think we are now doing with the HIV/AIDS epidemic.

Our greatest challenge is to show that these problems are part of an even
bigger problem -- the problem of global poverty and underdevelopment. Islands of
treatment are a vital start; but we must also address the larger sea of misery.

There is a global deal on the table: developing countries doing more to
reform their economies and increase spending on the needs of the poor, while the
rich countries support this with trade, aid, investment and debt relief. At
Monterrey, let us clinch that deal.

And now I come to Johannesburg.

The World Summit on Sustainable Development is not, as some people think,
simply another conference on the global environment. The whole idea of sustainable
development, reflected in the Rio Earth Summit 10 years ago, is that environment
development are inextricably linked.

Much was achieved at Rio. Agenda 21, adopted there, remains as visionary
today as it was then -- and local authorities and civil society in almost every
of the world have been working to implement it. Moreover, legally binding
conventions on climate change, biodiversity and desertification have been added
since then, as well as the action plans adopted at United Nations conferences
throughout the 1990s, now brought together in the Millennium Development Goals.

And yet there is a feeling of loss of momentum.
As our attention has been focused on conflict, on globalization, or most

recently on terrorism, we have often failed to see how these are connected to the
issue of sustainability. That word has become a pious invocation, rather than the
urgent call to concrete action that it should be. Prevailing approaches to
development remain fragmented and piecemeal; funding is woefully inadequate; and
production and consumption patterns continue to overburden the world's natural life
support systems.

Sustainable development may be the new conventional wisdom, but many people
have still not grasped its meaning. One important task at Johannesburg is to show
that it is far from being as abstract as it sounds. It is a life-or-death issue
millions upon millions of people, and potentially the whole human race.

Let me try to put some human faces on it.

One of them might be that of a woman in a rural district -- it could be in
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India, or almost any African country — who, year by year, finds she has to
further and further in search of water and fuel. Her back aches from the long
journey carrying a heavy load, but her heart aches even more from the fear that
failure will expose herself and her children to hunger, thirst and disease. How
much longer can her way of life be sustained?

Another face might be that of a son or cousin of that woman who, precisely
because that rural way of life was no longer sustainable for a growing population,
is now living in an urban slum or shantytown. He has no work — or rather, he
the training and resources needed to start work — though his community desperately
needs the contribution he could make. What is worse, although he himself does not
know it, he is infected with HIV, and has passed it on to his wife. How much
can this way of life be sustained?

A third face might be that of someone who looks much better off than the
two. He lives in a house or apartment, owns a car and has a job in one of the
rapidly growing East Asian cities. But at this moment he has been sitting in that
car for an hour, and it is not moving. He is eager to get home to his wife and
children, but he is stuck among thousands like himself, all pounding on their horns
and still running their engines. He also has a respiratory disease, caused by
chemicals in the factory where he works; and his children suffer from asthma.

He wants to get away from this environment, and he is saving money to pay for
false travel documents so that he can join his brother in Europe or North America.
What he does not realize is that his way of life when he gets there may not be so
very different. The more "development" follows this pattern, the less sustainable
it is going to be in any part of the world.

Indeed, the fourth face may be that of any of us in this room. We lead
immensely privileged lives, compared to the vast majority of our fellow human
beings. But we do so by consuming much more than our share of the earth's
resources, and by leaving a much larger "footprint" of waste and pollution on the
global environment. Moreover, our way of life is highly visible to many who cannot
share it, but who see it in glamorized 'form on flickering screens in those slums
shantytowns. It is, one could say, flaunted before them as the model of
"development" to which they should aspire.

But is it sustainable, and if so, for how many people?

Certainly not, in its present form, for all the 6 billion who already inhabit
this planet — let alone the 9, or 12 or 15 billion who will inhabit it, depending
on which scenario you adopt, in the decades to come. Our way of life has to
but how, and how fast?

Agenda 21 and all that flowed from it can be said to have given us the "what"
-- "what" the problem is, what principles must guide our response. Johannesburg
must give us the "how" -- how to bring about the necessary changes in State policy;
how to use policy and tax incentives to send the right signals to business and
industry; how to offer better choices to individual consumers and producers; how,
the end, to get things done.

Far from being a burden, sustainable development is an exceptional
-- economically, to build markets and create jobs; socially, to bring people in
the margins; and politically, to reduce tensions over resources that could lead to
violence and to give every man and woman a voice, and a choice, in deciding their
own future.

One thing we have learnt over the years is that neither doom-and-gloom
scenarios nor destructive criticism will inspire people and governments to act.
What is needed is a positive vision, a clear road map for getting from here to
there, and a clear responsibility assigned to each of the many actors in the
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system. •

Johannesburg must give us that vision -- a vision of a global system in which
every country has a place, and a share in the benefits. And it must give us all a
clear sense of our share in the task.

As Tony Blair has said, "there is no answer to any of these problems except
one based on mutual responsibility". Governments have their responsibilities, but
so do corporations, civil society groups, and private individuals. I hope at
Johannesburg we shall see them all come together in a new coalition — a coalition
for responsible prosperity.

In an era of rapid change, it must mark a break with business as usual. In
era of great wealth, it must show how wealth can be shared by all those living, and
preserved for those who come after. And in an era of insecurity, it must offer the
prospect of peace through hope; hope that life tomorrow will be better -- safer,
fairer, more enjoyable — than it is today.

Will these three conferences — Doha, Monterrey, Johannesburg -- find a place
in the history books? It depends on us. If we do not fulfil their promise, they
will disappear into the driest of footnotes. But I like to think that they will
merit a chapter in themselves — a chapter that can be summarized like this:

"Challenged by the goals its political leaders had set at the Millennium
Summit, and shocked into a stronger sense of common destiny by the horror of
11 September 2001, during the following 12 months the human race at last summoned
the will to tackle the really tough issues facing it. In passionate debates, held
in the meeting rooms and corridors of three great world assemblies, it
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painstakingly assembled the tools, thrashed out the strategies, and formed the
creative partnerships that were needed to do the job."

That's what I should like to read in 15 years' time. Let's resolve to make
come true. "

*** *
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To; Mr. Edward Mortimer
Director of Communications
Executive Office of the Secretary-General
United Nations
New York

From:J^ *Jean Michel Jakobowicz
Public Information Officer, ECE
Palais des Nation$, Bureau 356
CH- 1211 Geneva 10

Date: 1 March 2002

Fax:
Tel;

26-31185

Fax: +41229170505
Tel: +41229174444
E-mail: info.ece@unece.org

Dear Mr. Mortimer,

Please find attached, for your information, a copy of a letter to the Secretary-General
concerning a board game called "The UN for a green future", which will be ready for the
Johannesburg Summit.

With my best regards,

Jean Michel Jakobowicz
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CH-1211 GENEVA 10

I March 2002

Dear Mr. Secretary-General,

The information service of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
(UNECE), in cooperation with the UNOG sales section, has come up with a novel idea to
promote sustainable development ahead of the Johannesburg Summit. We are working on a
board game, called "The UN for a green future', in which up to six players have to balance
economic development and environmental protection. The players will learn about the role of
the United Nations in promoting sustainable development around the globe. And they will be
able to pick up tips about what they themselves can do to protect our planet.

I would be very grateful if, <
accompany this board game.

ince agam, you would agree to preface the leaflet that will

You will find attached a description of the game as well as a draft text for the preface.

To drive home the message of the Johannesburg summit., the UNECE is also launching
two other initiatives. The first is the yearly quiz for young adults in Uzbekistan, with a
possible extension in Kazakhstan and Armenia. The theme of this year's quiz, which is partly
sponsored by the Swiss authorities, is sustainable development.

His Excellency
Mr. Kofi Annan
Secretary-General
United Nations
New York
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The second project is also a. quiz but this time aimed at the international community in
Geneva. It will be organized through the UN staff magazine UNSpecial and will also have
sustainable development as its leitmotif.

I hope that you will be able to support our initiatives.

Yours respectfully,

ichel Jakobowicz
Public Information Officer
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United Nations
New York

Jean Michel Jakobowicz
Public Information Officer, ECE
Palais des Nations, Bureau 356
CH-1211 Geneva 10

Date: 1 March 2002

Fax:
Tel:

26-32155

Fax: +41 22 917 05 OS
Tel: +41229174444
E-mail: info.ece@unece.org

Dear Mrs. Sorensen,

Please find attached, for your information, a copy of a letter to the Secretary-General
concerning a board game called "The UN for a green future", which will be ready for the
Johannesburg Summit.

With my best regards,

Jean Michel Jakobowicz
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Dear Mr. Tharoor,

Please find attached, for your information, a copy of a letter to the Secretary-General
concerning a board game called "The UN for a green future", which will be ready for the
Johannesburg Summit,

With my best regards,
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ECONOMIC COMMISSION
FOR EUROPE

Telegram: UNATIONS, GENEVE
Telex 41 29 62
Palais des Nations, Room 356
CH-1211 GENEVA 10

1 March 2002

Dear Mr. Secretary-General.,

The information service of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
(UNECE), in cooperation with the UNOG sales section, has come up with a novel idea to

"pfomofe siistai'narjle development ahead of the Johannesburg Summit. We are working on a
board game, called 'The UN for a green,fuiture', in which up to six players have to balance

"ecoiioniic development and environmental protection. The players will learn about the role of
the United Nations in promoting sustainable development around the globe. And they will be
able to pick up tips about what they themselves can do to protect our planet.

I would be very grateful if, once again, you would agree to preface the leaflet that will
accompany this board game. , /'

You will find attached a description of the game as well as a draft text for the preface.

To drive home the message of the Johannesburg summit, the UNECE is also launching
two other initiatives. The first is the yearly quiz for young adults in Uzbekistan, with a
possible extension in Kazakhstan and Armenia. The theme of this year's quiz, which is partly
sponsored by the Swiss authorities, is sustainable development.

His Excellency
Mr. Kofi Annan
Secretary-General
United Nations
New York
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The second project is also a quiz but this time aimed at the international community in
Geneva. It will be organized through the UN staff magazine UNSpecial and will also have
sustainable development as its leitmotif.

I hope that you will be able to support our initiatives.

Yours respectfully,

ichel Jakobowicz
Public Information Officer
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The UN for a green future

Preface

Over the past 50 years the population of the planet has increased from 2.5 billion
people to over 6 billion. In 50 years from now the world's population is expected to
reach over 9 billion. Such growth is unprecedented in the history of the human race
and, in some respects, quite alarming. Despite the genius of humankind, the Earth
remains a limited space with finite resources. Our species cannot continue to exist in
its current conditions of economic and social imbalance, with 20 per cent of the
population consuming 80 per cent of the Earth's wealth and 2.8 billion people -
almost half the world's population - live on less than $2 a day. Little by little we are
destroying the very things that our lives depend on, like air and water. It is, therefore,
vital that we should put the principles of sustainable development into practice in our
day-to-day lives.

This board game, 'The UN for a green future', encapsulates what should be the
driving force for each and every one of us: we must make this world a better place for
our children. This game explains the principles of sustainable development, the
impact that we as individuals have on our planet's health and the role of the United
Nations in protecting our environment. This family game is also the perfect tool for
teachers who want their pupils to discover how they can improve the planet's fate.
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The UN for a Green Future©

A game on sustainable development for the 21st century

Jean Michel Jakobowicz
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE)
Palais des Nations
Geneva
Switzerland
Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 27
Fax: 00 41 22 917 05 05
e-mail: info.ece@unece.org

Jean Michel Jahobowlcz - United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) -
Palais <ks Nations - CUHUVH-Switzerland-Tel: 0041 22 917 27 27- FaxOOdl 22 917 0<s OS - e.mall: lnro.ece@nitece.org
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The UN for a Green Future®

A game on sustainable development for the 21st century

The United Nations deals with the world's major problems. That
much is common knowledge. Perhaps less well known is the fact
that the Organization is also part of your daily life. In fact, you
probably wouldn't want to live without it.

The game "The UN for a Green Future©" illustrates how the
United Nations Organization helps us to protect our planet. It
also teaches you what you can do to save the environment.

The philosophy of this game is based on the principle of
sustainable development, which can be summarized by an African
proverb that says that "The earth does not belong to us; it is a
treasure we hold in trust for future generations." We are born
with a certain amount of wealth, a level of social development and
quality of the environment. Throughout our lives, we all fight to
survive, to get educated, to raise our children and to leave them a
better world. The United Nations is instrumental in this respect.

To illustrate this philosophy, at the beginning of the game the
players inherit environmental conditions, a number of businesses
and a sum of money.

Throughout the game, the players will have to face the ordinary
events that happen in life: e.g. going to school, earning a degree,
getting a job, being healthy or sick, earning or losing money,
paying tax, being confronted with social problems or just enjoying

Jean Michel .Takobowicz - United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) -
Palais des Nations - Geneva - Switzerland - Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 27- Fax 0041 2Z 917 OS 05 - e.n>a»: info.eceCajunece.org
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life, but also destroying the environment or preserving it. During
their entire lives, the United Nations system will help the players
to live in peace, to get an education, to get heath care, to obtain
financial stability, to fight for social progress, etc.

At the end of the game, the players come to the end of their
lives and have to take stock. The winner will be determined not
only by the amount of money s/he bequeaths but also by the
environmental conditions s/he leaves behind.

The aim of the game \s both to have fun and to learn what you can
do to protect the environment and to adopt a lifestyle that can
preserve it. Anyone from the age of 8 upwards can play.

Jean Michel JqUobawIcz - United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) -
Palais dc.i Nations - Geneva - Switzerland - Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 27- Fax 0041 22 917 OS OS - c.mail: inro.ccc@unccc.org
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RULES OF THE GAME

Equipment
1 gameboard
6 gridded maps
6 property deeds
360 green points (wooden tokens)
A deck of 300 quiz cards
A deck of 200 event cards
300 blue notes
30 non-polluting businesses
30 polluting businesses
6 tokens of different colours
a pair of dice

Beginning

Each player gets:
• One token
• A property deed for a development zone, which is drawn at random. If

there are only two or three players, each player may get two
development zones

• 2 polluting businesses
• 1 gridded map
• 30 green points to be placed on the gridded map
• 60,000 blue notes

Players decide at the beginning of the game how long they will play -
generally at least 90 minutes.

Game play:

One of the players acts as banker.

All players roll the dice. The highest roller goes first.

Jean Michel Jakobawicz - United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) -
Pulals d«9 Nation!! - Geneva - Switzcrlmid - Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 27- Fax Ofl4T 22 917 05 1)5 - c.mail: info.ccci@unctc.org
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If you lose all your green points, you are eliminated.

If you lose all your blue notes, you can sell your businesses or green points to
another player. The two of you set the price and the exchange rates.

Whenever you win a green point, you place it on your gridded map. Whenever
you lose one, you remove it from your map.

Special squares

START: Each time you pass through START, you get either 3 green points
or 6,000 blue notes - you decide,

Events; When you land on an Event square, draw an event card (see
example).

TV game: When you land on a TV game square, choose another player who
will ask you a question drawn from the deck of cards. If you answer
correctly you get the prize. If not, the other player gets the prize (see
example).

Development zone:
• If you land on a development zone that belongs to you, you may either

buy a business (polluting or non-polluting), or transform a polluting
business into a non-polluting one (see prices on the cards). You can do
only one operation at a time.

• If you land on another's player development zone, you pay the owner
the amount mentioned on the property deed. The amount depends on
the number and quality (polluting or non-polluting) of the businesses.

• If there are only two or three players and each player has two
development zones, they are counted as one. Example: if a player has
zone A and D, s/he may buy businesses whenever s/he lands on any
development zone A or b.

.Tcan Michel Jakobowkz - United Nations Economic Commission Tor Europe (UNTJCE) -
Pnlilis dcs Notions - Geneva - Switzerland - Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 27- Fax 0041 22 917 05 OS - c.mail: info.ccc@unccc.org
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• If you lose all your businesses, you do not receive anything when
another player visits.

Environmental Audit: If you land on the environmental audit square, all
players count their green points. The total is divided by the number of
players. This average should be 30. If it is less than 30, all players pay 1,000
blue notes per missing green points. If it is higher than 30. all players get
1,000 blue notes for every extra green point. Example: a game with four
players, the total number of green points on the gridded maps is 110. The
average is 27.5 green points. The minimum being 30, the difference is 30-
27.5= 2.5. All players have to pay the bank 3,000 blue notes (the amount is
rounded up).

NGO: If you land on the NSO square, a business audit takes place: all the
other players pay the bank 1,000 blue notes per polluting business.

End of the game:

The game is finished when the time decided upon is over or whenever a
player has filled his/her map with green points.

If, at the end of the game, you have fewer than 30 green points, you are
automatically eliminated. There is no point counting your notes.

Players who have more than 30 green points add up their blue notes and
green points: 1 green point equals 2,000 blue notes. Businesses are valued at
their purchasing price in terms of blue notes only.

The player who has acquired the most points wins.

Jenn Michel Jakobowicz - United Nations Economic Commission Tor Europe (UNECE) —
Palais dss Nntions - Geneva - Switzerland - Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 27- Fax 0041 22 !>17 OS OS - c.mail: info.tce@iiiiece.org
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Sample Event cards

You throw the batteries of your
walkman in the wastepaper basket.

You lose 1 green point

Your factory has won an award for
the most environmentally sound

business.
You win 2 green points and

2,000 blue notes per business

Your country decides to increase its
official development aid.

Congratulations! You contribute
1,000 blue notes

JttilB Michel Jakabowlcz - United Nations Economic CammUsum far Euraps (UNECE) -
Palais dca Nations - Geneva - Switzerland • Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 27- Fax OIM1 22 917 05 05 - e.mail: info.ccefi Junccc.on;
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Sample of quiz cards

Social
How many students are there worldwide?

1 billion xxx
3 billion

100 million
http://www.uis.unesco.ora/en/know/knowO.htm

Win: 6,000 blue notes

I

Social
What share of education spending in Chile, Peru, the

Philippines and Thailand is privately funded?

5%
40% xxx

65%
http://www.uis.unesco.orq/en/know/knowO.htrn

Win: 6,000 blue notes

Environment
What is the amount of water used for a ten-minute shower

with an old-fashioned showerhead?
50 litres

170 litres xxx
320 litres

http://www.cum.qc.ca/cunvfr/station/savigesf.htm
Communaute urbaine de Montreal

Win: 3 green points

L
Environment

One hectare of forest can provide enough oxygen for
10 people

45 people xxx
65 people

http://www.ceQ.qc.ca/lebac/aqir/ag saviezvous2.html
Win: 3 green points

Jenu Michel Jakohowicz - United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) -
Palais dcs Nations - Geneva - Switzerland - Tel: UU 41 22 917 27 27- FRX 0041 22 917 OS 05 - e-mail: inro.ece@unccc.on;
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Environment

What are the first cells to suffer from a lack of water?
Brain cells xxx

Liver cells
Lung cells

http://www.multimania.com/pamalou/ioumal4/pamil4 05.html
Win: 3 green points

Social
When was the United Nations

High Commission for Refugees set up?
In 1947

In 1950 xxx
In 1968
UNHCR

Win: 6,000 blue notes

Development
How many mobile phones are there in the world in 2002?

1 billion xxx
200 million
36.8 million

ITU
Win: 6,000 blue notes

Development
Which country has the highest literacy rate?

Kenya
Tunisia

Zimbabwe xxx
http://www.uis.unesco.orq/statsen/5tatistics/indicators

/i_pages/literacyreg%5Clitreg190QO.asp?ano=1995,
&nomreg=Africa

Win: 6,000 blue notes

Jean Michel Jitkobowlcz - United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) -
Palalf dci Nations - Ccncvn - Switeerlnllcf - Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 J7- Fax 0041 22 917 05 OS - e.lnnili iilfo.ece@unece,arg
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UNITED NATIONS

ECONOMIC COMMISSION
FOR EUROPE

Telegram: UNATIONS, GENEVE
Telex 41 29 62
Palais des Nations, Room 356
CH-1211 GENEVA 10

1 March 2002

Dear Mr. Secretary-General,

The information service of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
(UNECE), in cooperation with the UNOG sales section, Jias^
promote sustainable development ahead of the Johannesburg Summit. We are working on a
board game2 called 'The UN for a green future', in which up to six players have to balance
economic development and environmental protection. The players will learn about the role of
the United Nations in promoting sustainable development around the globe. And they will be
able to pick up tips about what they themselves can do to protect our planet.

I would be very grateful if, once again, you would agree to preface the leaflet that will
accompany this board game.

You will find attached a description of the game as well as a draft text for the preface.

To drive home the message of the Johannesburg summit, the UNECE is also launching
two other initiatives. The first is the yearly quiz for young adults in Uzbekistan, with a
possible extension in Kazakhstan and Armenia. The theme of this year's quiz, which is partly
sponsored by the Swiss authorities, is sustainable development.

His Excellency
Mr. Kofi Annan
Secretary-General
United Nations
New York

EQSG/CLNIKA
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The second project is also a quiz but this time aimed at the international community in
Geneva. It will be organized through the UN staff magazine UNSpecial and will also have
sustainable development as its leitmotif.

I hope that you will be able to support our initiatives.

Yours respectfully,

ichel Jakobowicz
Public Information Officer



The UN for a green future

Preface

Over the past 50 years the population of the planet has increased from 2.5 billion
people to over 6 billion. In 50 years from now the world's population is expected to
reach over 9 billion. Such growth is unprecedented in the history of the human race
and, in some respects, quite alarming. Despite the genius of humankind, the Earth
remains a limited space with finite resources. Our species cannot continue to exist in
its current conditions of economic and social imbalance, with 20 per cent of the
population consuming 80 per cent of the Earth's wealth and 2.8 billion people -
almost half the world's population - live on less than $2 a day. Little by little we are
destroying the very things that our lives depend on, like air and water. It is, therefore,
vital that we should put the principles of sustainable development into practice in our
day-to-day lives.

This board game, 'The UN for a green future', encapsulates what should be the
driving force for each and every one of us: we must make this world a better place for
our children. This game explains the principles of sustainable development, the
impact that we as individuals have on our planet's health and the role of the United
Nations in protecting our environment. This family game is also the perfect tool for
teachers who want their pupils to discover how they can improve the planet's fate.
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The UN for a Green Future©
A game on sustainable development for the 21st century

Jean Michel Jakobowicz
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE)
Palais des Nations
Geneva
Switzerland
Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 27
Fax: 00 41 22 917 05 05
e-mail: info.ece@unece.org

Jean Michel Jakobowicz - United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) -
Palais des Nations - Geneva - Switzerland - Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 27- Fax 0041 22 917 OS 05 - e.mail: info.ece@unece.org
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The UN for a Green Future©

A game on sustainable development for the 21st century

The United Nations deals with the world's major problems. That
much is common knowledge. Perhaps less well known is the fact
that the Organization is also part of your daily life. In fact, you
probably wouldn't want to live without it.

The game "The UN for a Green Future©" illustrates how the
United Nations Organization helps us to protect our planet. It
also teaches you what you can do to save the environment.

The philosophy of this game is based on the principle of
sustainable development, which can be summarized by an African
proverb that says that "The earth does not belong to us; it is a
treasure we hold in trust for future generations." We are born
with a certain amount of wealth, a level of social development and
quality of the environment. Throughout our lives, we all fight to
survive, to get educated, to raise our children and to leave them a
better world. The United Nations is instrumental in this respect.

To illustrate this philosophy, at the beginning of the game the
players inherit environmental conditions, a number of businesses
and a sum of money.

Throughout the game, the players will have to face the ordinary
events that happen in life: e.g. going to school, earning a degree,
getting a job, being healthy or sick, earning or losing money,
paying tax, being confronted with social problems or just enjoying

Jean Michel Jakobowicz - United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) -
Palais des Nations - Geneva - Switzerland - Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 27- Fax 0041 22 917 05 OS - e.maili info.ece@unece.org
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life, but also destroying the environment or preserving it. During
their entire lives, the United Nations system will help the players
to live in peace, to get an education, to get heath care, to obtain
financial stability, to fight for social progress, etc.

At the end of the game, the players come to the end of their
lives and have to take stock. The winner will be determined not
only by the amount of money s/he bequeaths but also by the
environmental conditions s/he leaves behind.

The aim of the game is both to have fun and to learn what you can
do to protect the environment and to adopt a lifestyle that can
preserve it. Anyone from the age of 8 upwards can play.

Jean Michel Jakobowicz - United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) -
Palais des Nations - Geneva - Switzerland - Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 27- Fax 0041 22 917 05 OS - e.mail: info.ece@uncce.org
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RULES OF THE GAME

Equipment
1 gameboard
6 gridded maps
6 property deeds
360 green points (wooden tokens)
A deck of 300 quiz cards
A deck of 200 event cards
300 blue notes
30 non-polluting businesses
30 polluting businesses
6 tokens of different colours
a pair of dice

Beginning

Each player gets:
• One token
• A property deed for a development zone, which is drawn at random. If

there are only two or three players, each player may get two
development zones

• 2 polluting businesses
• 1 gridded map
• 30 green points to be placed on the gridded map
• 60,000 blue notes

Players decide at the beginning of the game how long they will play -
generally at least 90 minutes.

Game play:

One of the players acts as banker.

All players roll the dice. The highest roller goes first.

Jean Michel Jakobowicz - United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) -
Palais des Nations - Geneva - Switzerland - Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 27- Fax 0041 22 917 05 05 - e.mail: info.ece@unece.org
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If you lose all your green points, you are eliminated.

If you lose all your blue notes, you can sell your businesses or green points to
another player. The two of you set the price and the exchange rates.

Whenever you win a green point, you place it on your gridded map. Whenever
you lose one, you remove it from your map.

Special squares

START: Each time you pass through START, you get either 3 green points
or 6,000 blue notes - you decide.

Events: When you land on an Event square, draw an event card (see
example).

TV game: When you land on a TV game square, choose another player who
will ask you a question drawn from the deck of cards. If you answer
correctly you get the prize. If not, the other player gets the prize (see
example).

Development zone:

• If you land on a development zone that belongs to you, you may either
buy a business (polluting or non-polluting), or transform a polluting
business into a non-polluting one (see prices on the cards). You can do
only one operation at a time.

« If you land on another's player development zone, you pay the owner
the amount mentioned on the property deed. The amount depends on
the number and quality (polluting or non-polluting) of the businesses.

« If there are only two or three players and each player has two
development zones, they are counted as one. Example: if a player has
zone A and D, s/he may buy businesses whenever s/he lands on any
development zone A or D.

Jean Michel Jakobowicz - United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) -
Palais dcs Nations - Geneva - Switzerland - Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 27- Fax 0041 22 917 05 05 - e.mail: info.ece@unece.org
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• If you lose all your businesses, you do not receive anything when
another player visits.

Environmental /Audit: If you land on the environmental audit square, all
players count their green points. The total is divided by the number of
players. This average should be 30. If it is less than 30, all players pay 1,000
blue notes per missing green points. If it is higher than 30, all players get
1,000 blue notes for every extra green point. Example: a game with four
players, the total number of green points on the gridded maps is 110. The
average is 27.5 green points. The minimum being 30, the difference is 30-
27.5= 2.5. All players have to pay the bank 3,000 blue notes (the amount is
rounded up).

NSO: If you land on the N60 square, a business audit takes place: all the
other players pay the bank 1,000 blue notes per polluting business.

End of the game:

The game is finished when the time decided upon is over or whenever a
player has filled his/her map with green points.

If, at the end of the game, you have fewer than 30 green points, you are
automatically eliminated. There is no point counting your notes.

Players who have more than 30 green points add up their blue notes and
green points: 1 green point equals 2,000 blue notes. Businesses are valued at
their purchasing price in terms of blue notes only.

The player who has acquired the most points wins.

Jean Michel Jakobowicz - United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) -
Palais des Nations - Geneva - Switzerland - Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 27- Fax 0041 22 917 05 05 - e.mail: info.ece@unece.org
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Sample Event cards

You throw the batteries of your
walkman in the wastepaper basket.

You lose 1 green point

Your factory has won an award for
the most environmentally sound

business.
You win 2 green points and

2,000 blue notes per business

Your country decides to increase its
official development aid.

Congratulations! You contribute
1,000 blue notes

Jean Michel Jakobowicz - United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) -
Palais des Nations - Geneva - Switzerland - Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 27- Fax 0041 22 917 05 05 - e.mail: info.ece@unece.org
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Sample of quiz cards

Social
How many students are there worldwide?

1 billion xxx
3 billion

100 million
http://www.uis.unesco.org/en/know/knowO.htm

Win: 6,000 blue notes

Social
What share of education spending in Chile, Peru, the

Philippines and Thailand is privately funded?

5%
40% xxx

65%
http://www.uis.unesco.org/en/know/knowO.htm

Win: 6,000 blue notes

Environment
What is the amount of water used for a ten-minute shower

with an old-fashioned showerhead?
50 litres

170 litres xxx
320 litres

http://www.cum.gc.ca/cum-fr/station/savigesf.htm
Communaute urbaine de Montreal

Win: 3 green points

Environment
One hectare of forest can provide enough oxygen for

10 people
45 people xxx

65 people
http://www.ceg.gc.ca/lebac/agir/ag saviezvous2.html

Win: 3 green points

Jean Michel Jakobowicz - United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) -
Palais des Nations - Geneva - Switzerland - Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 27- Fax 0041 22 917 05 05 - e-mail: info.cce@unece.org
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Environment

What are the first cells to suffer from a lack of water?
Brain cells xxx

Liver cells
Lung cells

http://www.multimania.com/pamalou/iournal4/pamil4 05.htm
Win: 3 green points

Social
When was the United Nations

High Commission for Refugees set up?
In 1947

In 1950 xxx
In 1968
UNHCR

Win: 6,000 blue notes

Development
How many mobile phones are there in the world in 2002?

1 billion xxx
200 million
36.8 million

ITU
Win: 6,000 blue notes

Development
Which country has the highest literacy rate?

Kenya
Tunisia

Zimbabwe xxx
http://www.uis.unesco.org/statsen/statistics/indicators

/i_pages/literacyreg%5Clitreg19000.asp?ano=1995,
&nomreg=Africa

Win: 6,000 blue notes

Jean Michel Jakobowicz - United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) -
Palais des Nations - Geneva - Switzerland - Tel: 00 41 22 917 27 27- Fax 0041 22 917 05 05 - e.mail: info.cce@unece.org




